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ABSTRACT
Data formats often get lost when exporting from SAS® into Excel® using common procedures such as PROC
EXPORT or the ExcelXP tagset. In this paper we describe some tricks to retain those formats.
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INTRODUCTION: EXPORTING DATA FROM SAS INTO EXCEL
Many typical ways of exporting data from SAS to Excel, such as PROC EXPORT or the ExcelXP tagset, destroy
the data formats. To illustrate this, we first create a formatted version of the sashelp.class data set, with one
student’s information set to missing:
DATA class;
SET sashelp.class;
FORMAT age 3. height weight 6.2;
IF name = 'Thomas' THEN age = .;
RUN;
In Figure 1, we can compare the original data set sashelp.class (left) with our revised one above, work.class
(right). We see that in contrast to the original one, the new one has two decimal places for the variables height
and weight. We also have a missing age for Thomas, to illustrate what happens when we export missing data
into Excel.
Now that we have our new data set, we export it with PROC EXPORT and with the ExcelXP tagset (explained
in many papers such as DelGobbo (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) and Gebhart (2006, 2007a,b,
2008)).
PROC EXPORT DATA=class OUTFILE="&outroot\Output from PROC EXPORT.xls";
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP.xls";
PROC PRINT DATA=class;
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
The ExcelXP tagset is also commonly used with PROC REPORT. The syntax would be the following, producing the
same output as with PROC PRINT above but without the observation numbers (not shown):
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP (PROC REPORT).xls";
PROC REPORT DATA=class;
COLUMN name sex age height weight;
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
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Figure 1: The SAS data sets (left) sashelp.class and (right) the formatted version work.class.
SAS format
$8.
8.2
z8.2
percent8.2
mmddyy8.
comma12.2

Excel format
@
0.00
00000.00
0.00%
mm/dd/yy
#,##0.00

Excel format name
Text
Number, 2 decimal places
(none)
Percentage, 2 decimal places
Date, type “03/14/01”
Number, 2 decimal places, with comma separator

Table 1: A few SAS formats and their Excel equivalents.
The output for PROC EXPORT and for the ExcelXP tagset with PROC PRINT are shown in Figure 2. Here we see
that the two-decimal-place formats for height and weight which were in our SAS data sets (right of Figure 1)
are now gone. Additionally, the ExcelXP tagset used the period for the missing value (Thomas’ age) instead of a
blank cell, as is customary for Excel.1 Both of these are common problems when exporting from SAS into Excel.
This happens because SAS and Excel speak different languages. SAS and Excel formats are coded differently,
as shown in Table 1 (from Derby (2008b)). Furthermore, there are some SAS formats without an Excel equivalent
and vice versa. Missing data are also coded differently (for numeric variables: the period in SAS, a blank cell in
Excel). Many methods for moving data from SAS into Excel move the values but not their formats. We can see
this by right clicking on a cell (say, the height for Alfred), then going to Format Cells.... As shown in Figure 3, there
is no Excel format associated with this cell when using PROC EXPORT or the ExcelXP tagset. Therefore, like SAS
with unformatted data (one of their few similarities), Excel uses the default form of just displaying decimal places
to the last nonzero digit. This is why the heights and weights are shown with either one or no decimal places, just
as with the nonformatted data set sashelp.class in Figure 1 (left).
To solve this problem, we simply need to translate the format from SAS into Excel. We can do this in a number of
ways. This paper describes three of the most common ones.
1 We actually need a cell with nothing in it (a null character ), which is different from a blank space inside of a cell, even though they look the
same. You can tell the difference by putting the cursor inside of a cell and using the arrow keys to see if there is one or more blank spaces
inside the cell. Some Excel operations will work with blank cells but not with a cells containing a blank space. As we will see, some methods
in this paper insert a blank space rather than a null character.
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Figure 2: Our formatted SAS data set work.class exported into Excel (left) with PROC EXPORT and (right) with
the ExcelXP tagset.

Figure 3: Detail of our formatted SAS data set work.class exported into Excel (left) with PROC EXPORT and
(right) with the ExcelXP tagset.
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Figure 4: Our formatted data set work.class with the ExcelXP tagset formatted as text.

THE EXCELXP TAGSET
Actually, we can preserve data formats with the ExcelXP tagset! We just need to tweak it a little.
FORMATTING AS TEXT
The easiest way to do this is to format everything as text. You can do this with the TAGGATTR clause, explained in
Gebhart (2010):
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Text Formatting.xls";
PROC PRINT DATA=class;
VAR name sex age;
VAR height weight / STYLE={TAGATTR='format:text'};
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
You can also do this with PROC REPORT (not shown), which gives about the same output but without the observation
numbers.

ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Text Formatting (PROC REPORT).xls";
PROC REPORT DATA=class NOWD;
COLUMN name sex age height weight;
DEFINE height / STYLE( column )={TAGATTR='format:text'};
DEFINE weight / STYLE( column )={TAGATTR='format:text'};
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
For PROC PRINT, this gives us the output shown in Figure 4. By right clicking on a height cell and looking at the
format, we see that it is indeed formatted as a text variable. This is also shown by the small green triangle in the
upper left of each cell. This does the job of retaining our data format, but strictly for display purposes. Indeed,
since these numbers are treated as text, Excel can’t make any calculations (such as sum or average) from these
numbers. It would be much better to format them as numbers.
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Figure 5: The correctly formatted output using the ExcelXP tagset with the TAGATTR option.
FORMATTING AS A NUMBER
Happily, we can make one small tweak to our code to create a numeric format – in this case, creating two decimal
places as in our original data set:
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Numeric Formatting.xls";
PROC PRINT DATA=class;
VAR name sex age;
VAR height weight / style={TAGATTR='format:0.00'};
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
In PROC REPORT, the code would be the following (output not shown):
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP FILE="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Numeric Formatting
(PROC REPORT).xls";
PROC REPORT DATA=class NOWD;
COLUMN name sex age height weight;
DEFINE height / STYLE( column )={TAGATTR='format:0.00'};
DEFINE weight / STYLE( column )={TAGATTR='format:0.00'};
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP CLOSE;
For PROC PRINT, this gives us the output shown in Figure 5. By again right clicking on a height cell and looking
at the format, we see that it is indeed formatted as numeric with two decimal places. We have what we wanted!
However, it can be tedious to put in a separate TAGATTR clause for every numeric variable. This can also create
a data set that is larger than it needs to be. We can solve this problem using an ODS template.
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FORMATTING WITH A TEMPLATE
An ODS template is an effective way to create one set of data formats that can be used in several documents.
It’s described extensively in Haworth et al. (2009), among other books and papers. For a simple illustration, we’ll
create a style that’s the same as the default style, but with the two-decimal format attribute:
PROC TEMPLATE;
DEFINE STYLE styles.mystyle;
PARENT = styles.default;
STYLE data_num from data / TAGATTR='format:0.00';
END;
QUIT;
We can then use it with PROC PRINT via the following syntax, creating the same output we had before (Figure 5):
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP file="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Numeric Formatting
with PROC TEMPLATE.xls" style=mystyle;
PROC PRINT DATA=class;
VAR name sex age;
VAR height weight / STYLE( data )=data_num;
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP close;
With PROC REPORT, the syntax would be the following:
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP file="&outroot\Output from ExcelXP, Numeric Formatting
with PROC TEMPLATE (PROC REPORT).xls" style=mystyle;
PROC REPORT DATA=class nowd;
COLUMN name sex age height weight;
DEFINE height / STYLE( column )=data_num;
DEFINE weight / STYLE( column )=data_num;
RUN;
ODS tagsets.ExcelXP close;
TREATING MISSING VALUES
Although not shown in Figures 4 or 5, we still have a period for missing values. This can be changed to a blank
space by adding
OPTIONS MISSING='';
before the ODS statement and
OPTIONS MISSING='.';
afterwards to change it back again. However, this produces one blank space rather than a blank cell (i.e., a null
character), which can create problems with some Excel operations. As such, this isn’t a complete solution.
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Figure 6: The correctly formatted output using Dynamic Data Exchange via %exportToXL.

DYNAMIC DATA EXCHANGE
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE), as explained in Derby (2008a,b, 2009), Vyverman (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003) and
Watts (2004, 2005), involves SAS opening an Excel session and telling Excel what to do. It’s only available on PC
SAS, as it doesn’t work when running on a server (since it needs to access Excel, which isn’t on the server!).
However, DDE can be quite frustrating, since you need to program every single step involved. Just opening an
Excel session is a multi-step process, as explained in Roper (2000). Fortunately, there’s an open-source SAS
macro, exportToXL (at exportToXL.net), which automates this. Due to the way it’s written, we must define a
macro variable exroot that tells SAS where to find it:
%let exroot = C:\...\exportToXL;
options sasautos=( "&exroot" ) mautosource;
%exportToXL( dsin=class, savepath=&outroot, savename=Output from DDE );
Using this macro produces the output in Figure 6, where we see that the data formats are indeed preserved! But
this doesn’t happen naturally. There’s an entire macro routine happening behind the scenes, %makeExcelFormats,
which translates the SAS data formats into Excel formats, as shown in Table 1. It works by creating a macro
variable of the Excel format and then sending that to Excel. See Derby (2008b) or Vyverman (2003) for details.
The missing age for Thomas is also correctly displayed as a blank cell (rather than a cell with a blank space).2

THE LIBNAME ENGINE
The LIBNAME engine allows you to “cheat” by manually formatting the Excel template ahead of time. This
is explained in Choate and Martell (2006) and Droogendyk (2008), and requires the SAS/ACCESS to PC Files
package. Although this process is simple, it can be tedious if you’re moving the data to many different parts of the
template, since each part much be formatted ahead of time. Furthermore, be forewarned that there’s no way to
get rid of the column headers when exporting a data set.
For the preparation, Figure 7 shows the steps: We first (a) pre-format the cells that the numeric variables will be
going into (by right clicking, then going to Format Cells ...) Then we (b) define and name the range MyRange (by
going to Insert → Name → Define), then (c) put a border on it.3
2 Excel

adds a space for each value, so %exportToXL simply adds a backspace afterwards.
some reason, on at least some versions of SAS and Excel, the LIBNAME engine deletes the data formats unless some visible format
such as a border or cell color is included. This may be a bug, and SAS is looking into it.
3 For
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Formatting the Excel template for using the LIBNAME engine. We (a) format the columns for two decimal
places, (b) define the range, and (c) we’re done! But because of a quirk, we must create some kind of visible
format – in this case, a border.
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Figure 8: The correctly formatted output using the LIBNAME engine.
Once this is done, if we rename the template Output from LIBNAME.xls, we export the data with the following
syntax:
LIBNAME workbook PCFILES PATH="&outroot\Output from LIBNAME.xls";
PROC DATASETS LIBRARY=workbook nolist;
DELETE MyRange;
QUIT;
DATA workbook.MyRange;
SET class;
RUN;
LIBNAME workbook CLEAR;
The PROC DATASETS step is required, even though we have no data in the template. The output is shown in
Figure 8, where we see that the heights and weights are formatted correctly! Furthermore, the missing age for
Thomas is correctly displayed as a blank cell (rather than a cell with a blank space in it).

CONCLUSIONS
Preserving data formats when exporting data from SAS into Excel is a common problem, but fortunately it’s
common enough that there are solutions. Tweaking the ExcelXP tagset, using Dynamic Data Exchange via the
%exportToXL macro (which automatically preserves data formats), and pre-formatting the Excel template and
then pouring the data into it with the LIBNAME engine all do the job well.
In the future, it would be useful to create a macro that automatically detects the variable formats and translates
them into the Excel formats for the TAGATTR clause of the ExcelXP tagset. Vyverman (2003) and the
%makeExcelFormats macro of Derby (2008b) explain ideas that could be a good start for doing this.
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